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This is a rather unusual book on the psychology of religion. As usual I try my very best to set down what is empirically true in the light of what is now extensive evidence on this subject. But I also take a sympathetic view of religion—I have faith in both enterprises, psychology and religion, and believe that in the end they can be harmonised. And this will not be achieved by psychology’s explaining religion away. I have not solved this problem yet, but I have greatly enjoyed myself trying to. And I do not think that there is one-way traffic here where only the psychologists have access to the truth; some of it goes the other way, too. Religion is a very important part of human life and experience, and psychologists have something to learn from it.

So I hope that this book will be of value to psychologists, and also to those taking courses in religious studies, or psychology of religion for theology, or those who are justkeen to understand religion further.

I have drawn in places from an earlier book, with Benny Beit-Hallahmi, The Psychology of Religious Behaviour, Belief and Experience. Harriet Harris, Anne Lee, Nick Emler and Fraser Watts have been very helpful in reading and commenting on chapters for me. I learnt about Korean mega-churches from Young-Gi Hong. I have also learnt a lot from members and discussion groups of the Oxford University Church to whom I have presented some of these materials, particularly to Brian Mountford and  Marjorie Reeves. Also to Laurie Brown, Leslie Francis and other members of the AlisterHardy Society. Several of my colleagues in the Oxford Department of Experimental Psychology have provided valuable inputs: Gordon Claridge, Paul Harris, Mansur Lalljee.

Several of the Oxford libraries have been very helpful as always, particularly the Radcliffe Science Library, the Theology Faculty Library, the Lower Camera, and the PPE Room of the Bodleian.
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Artificial IntelligenceLucent Books, 2005
As far back as the ancient Greek civilization, people have imagined machines and mechanical men that could work and think like any human. One Greek myth, for example, tells of the Greek god Hephaestus, who built mechanical men to forge powerful weapons and spectacular jewelry. When the king of Crete requested that he make a giant man to guard his...
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Autodesk Inventor 2010 Essentials PlusAutodesk Press, 2009

	Welcome to the Autodesk Inventor 2010 Essentials Plus manual. This manual provides
	a thorough coverage of the features and functionalities offered in Autodesk Inventor.


	AUTODESK INVENTOR 2010 ESSENTIALS PLUS is your Autodesk Inventor 2010 Certified definitive industry and classroom resource. More than 2000 screen captures clearly...
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Maturing Megacities: The Pearl River Delta in Progressive Transformation (Advances in Asian Human-Environmental Research)Springer, 2013

	This edited volume covers the multiple changes concerning urban governance in the course of the progressive transformation of the Pearl River Delta mega-urban region in China. Looking at the megacities Guangzhou and Shenzhen, it analyzes the maturing of socio-economic, political and spatial structures after the first waves of economic...
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Digital CCTV: A Security Professional's GuideButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
This book provides practical information about how digital video works, how digital video is stored and transmitted, what digital systems can and cannot accomplish, and what to expect from digital video equipment in modern CCTV systems.

An explanation of digital video and compressed digital video is provided, and the distinction between...
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Web Searching and Mining (Cognitive Intelligence and Robotics)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents the basics of search engines and their components. It introduces, for the first time, the concept of Cellular Automata in Web technology and discusses the prerequisites of Cellular Automata. In today’s world, searching data from the World Wide Web is a common phenomenon for virtually everyone. It is also a...
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Hacking Mac OS X Tiger : Serious Hacks, Mods and CustomizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This serious, but fun, down-and-dirty book will let you make Tiger purr, ensuring that your Macs appearance, speed, usability, and security settings are what you want. Author Scott Knaster:
    

	 Shows you how to speed it up, lock it down, or pull back the curtains.       
	 Dives into default system settings,...
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